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Decentralized research data infrastructure. 
LLM and Data Repositories 



Building an Operating System for Open Science
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● Generic Common Research and Data Infrastructure should be distributed 
and robust enough to be scaled up and reused for any challenging tasks like 
cancer research etc

● Networked services built from Open Source components
● Data processed and published in FAIR way, the provenance information is 

the part of our Data Lake
● Data evaluation and credibility is the top priority, we’re providing tools for the 

expert community for the verification of our datasets
● The transparency of data and services guarantees the reproducibility of all 

experiments and get bring new insights in the multidisciplinary research
● Infrastructure should enforce collaboration between people, bring together 

general public, researchers, citizen scientists, etc
● Infrastructure is free of charge, (meta)data is protected and licenced.   



Looking for Commons

Merce Crosas, “Harvard Data Commons” 
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https://scholar.harvard.edu/mercecrosas/presentations/harvard-data-commons


DANS Data Stations - Future Data Services

Dataverse is API based data platform and a key framework for Open Innovation!



 Semantic interoperability on the infrastructure level
We envision a situation where thousands of Dataverse instances (due to EOSC) on the web 
can be simultaneously search for data and will form shared Data Lake. 

The old dream of Federated search/Universal catalogue  can only be realised if:
(1) Crosswalks; mapping across different metadata schemes are implemented 
(2) In metadata schemes we seek for ways to enrich indexes with values from controlled 

vocabularies

Standard response (centralized) =  standardisation and harmonisation = repository software, 
certain metadata standards, or certain controlled vocabularies

New response (distributed) = explore agile solutions (Proof of Concepts) which can be 
implemented by different communities (even smaller ones), so we keep variety and still enable 
integration in the Distributed Data Network by applying Linked Data technologies.



Dataverse Metadata Schema in KOS

Source: Dataverse Metadata Schema 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/13HP-jI_cwLDHBetn9UKTREPJ_F4iHdAvhjmlvmYdSSw/edit#gid=8


Metadata Citation block as RDF 

Source: SEMAF client (CLARIAH.nl project)

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Dans-labs/semaf-client/master/schema/citation.nt


Relationships (predicates) in Dataverse metadata schema
Every predicate such as skos:exactMatch refers to the relationship between 
the subject (fieldname) and object (termURI):



Dataverse metadata export in OAI_ORE format are triples

Link: https://dataverse.harvard.edu/api/datasets/export?exporter=OAI_ORE&persistentId=doi%3A10.7910/DVN/63MIDP

We need more controlled values, ORCID, Wikidata, …!

https://dataverse.harvard.edu/api/datasets/export?exporter=OAI_ORE&persistentId=doi%3A10.7910/DVN/63MIDP


External CV support as a key to FAIR interoperability 
DANS has developed CV support as plugin solution in the Horizon 2020 funded 
SSHOC EU project, in the collaboration with GDCC and Harvard IQSS. This 
integration is based on Skosmos developed by National Library of Finland.

James D. Myers, & Vyacheslav Tykhonov. (2023). A Plug-in Approach to Controlled 
Vocabulary Support in Dataverse. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8133723

Skosmos architecture

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8133723


ELLST thesaurus hosted by Skosmos

Source: ODISSEI Skosmos

Key features:
● Skosmos is framework 

powered by Jena Fuseki 
triple store with SPARQL

● flexible API with search 
interface

● export in RDF
● Docker setup
● available as external 

component in DANS 
“Archive in a box”

● community support

https://skosmos.odissei.nl/elsst/en_US/


Dataverse integration with Skosmos is term lookup based 

12External controlled vocabularies support contributed by SSHOC project (data infrastructure for the EOSC)

Resulting in TermURI

https://sshopencloud.eu


Meet “built-in” Dataverse triple store: Jena Fuseki
Jena stores information 
as RDF triples in directed 
graphs, and allows your 
code to add, remove, 
manipulate, store and 
publish that information

Fuseki is a SPARQL server 
that provides REST-style 
API endpoint using the 
SPARQL protocol over 
HTTP



Querying Dataverse as Linked Open Data (ODISSEI project) 



Using grlc to manage SPARQL queries through github

Link: https://grlc.io/api/odissei-data/grlc#/default/get_getODISSEIdatasets

https://grlc.io/api/odissei-data/grlc#/default/get_getODISSEIdatasets


grlc usage example in ODISSEI
SPARQL query stored in github:

Response from SPARQL transformed by grlc in specified format:



Dataverse metadata semantic enrichment with Skosmos CVs

Multilingual (semantic) search: keyword ‘education’ isn’t included in dataset metadata!



KG ecosystem: LOD Summarizer as “prompt” for SPARQL

https://github.com/Dans-labs/did-summarizer

https://github.com/Dans-labs/did-summarizer


KG ecosystem: controlled vocabulary recommender
Vocabulary Recommender Command-line interface 
(CLI) was developed by Triply and provides a 
recommendation interface which returns relevant 
Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRIs) based on 
the search input. It works with SPARQL or 
Elasticsearch endpoints which contain relevant 
vocabulary datasets. 

DANS has created API service out of it.

http://triply.cc/
https://dans.knaw.nl/en


Knowledge Graphs as Supervisor for LLM

“You’ll see the real power of the usage of Large Language Models when you’ll be 
able to “talk” to data just like to your assistant, or even ask questions to your own 
documents”.

Anton Polishko, ex-Google, CoronaWhy



LLaMA: A foundational, 65-billion-parameter large language model 

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m-phwvbbgXE

Querying on historical facts is OK Does know nothing about current events

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m-phwvbbgXE


MuseIT collections powered by Now.Museum
● MuseIT is Horizon 2020 project to 

co-design and develop an inclusive 
multisensory platform with interactive 
technologies for people with 
disabilities to have enriched 
engagement with cultural assets and 
experiences. 

● Now.Museum is Dataverse based 
hosting platform for MuseIT, 
CoronaWhy and other projects. In the 
collaboration with Yves Rozenholc, 
University Paris Cite.

● The technology powered by shared 
knowledge graph



Event/News registration in Now.Museum Dataverse



Assistant prompt in LLaMA
Prompt

Response



SPARQL query to find out who won Eurovision in 2023



Prompt to create SPARQL query with LLMs



Resulting SPARQL query from LLM



Prompting ChatGPT with Dublin Core



It turns out LLM can convert from OAI-ORE to Marc21/BIBFRAME, and back…
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